INSTRUCTIONS

E12M SNOW THROWER
ADAPTER KIT
MODEL KD42

To make the KD42 Snow Thrower operable on the E12M Elec-Trak tractor, you must use:

1) the KD42 Snow Thrower Adapter Kit, and

2) AP55 Implement Mounting Bracket/Lift Bar Kit.

Adapter Kit Installation

SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR ILLUSTRATIONS

1. Attach spring bracket to center of front bumper with carriage bolts, lock washers, and nuts. See Figure 1.

2. Secure shaft in spring bracket with cotter pins through the shaft holes closest to the spring bracket.

3. Attach crank support to right hand foot rest with its mounting base extending to the left. Secure in the holes as shown in Figure 2 with plain washers just below the head of the screw and another against the underside of the foot rest, then add lockwashers and nuts.

4. Attach lift bracket to the right side of the snow thrower mounting frame so its pin extends to the right. Remove and reuse existing cap screws to attach the lower edge of the bracket to the frame. Install hook bolt in the lift bracket upper hole so its hooked end engages the lip of the mounting frame. Secure with plain washer, lock washer and nut. See Figure 3.

5. Complete installation by following instructions provided with AP55 Implement Mounting Bracket/Lift Bar Kit.

NOTE: Discard helper springs that came with the snow thrower and use those supplied with the adapter kit.
Figure 1: Spring Bracket Installation

Figure 2: Crank Support Mounting

Figure 3: Lift Bracket Installation